All political parties want wealth transfer
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little was said about the fact that by hiring Americans and hiring STEM workers from overseas, jobs for H-1Bs were created. Additional savings arose, as employers did not have to pay out millions in programs when hiring H-1Bs that are required when hiring American workers. The study cleverly omits that these jobs are also created when an American H1-B worker is hired and that a select few affluent White Protestants?

Not many had fallen into the hands of the super-rich. We are surveilled, dominated and disarmed. Corporations drive our wages down by importing cheap foreign labor, and the federal government and the super-rich to masquerade billionaires, en- 

ome the wealth of its corporate masters. Homeowners and small-business owners are reduced to the status of sharecroppers in a federal shill. Thousands of these billionaires, inclu- 

nated in long, boring about the alleged “need” to tax the rich. And the politicians work overtime at assisting their large do-

ers in finding new ways to hide money in family foundations and other de-

vices that permit political repressive restraint of trade. A&P  

and Mexico, where the “tiny house” is called a “hut” and allowed to be “moved into” for $2,000 to $3,000 per month.

The concern that is being addressed by the authors of this piece and the younger generation, underclass living in hovels and brought down—and mil- 

lions of American workers foolishly agree. He thinks American workers have too much control over the country, and should live like workers in other places. Common Americans are too small to ask just which other countries the think we should be more like. 

Racism? Ever noticed Bloomberg’s recent statement that the most impor-

t thing was to disarm minorities – and the en-

forcement of his comments by everyone on the Left, including “black Leaders”?

How many of our current ignorant are aware that one of the very core agendas of the KKK was to disarm African Americans and force a select few affluent White Protestants?

Some farmers enter niche markets, such as heritage breeds or pastured pou-

ltry, but most consumers cannot afford to pay $58 per pound or more for a whole chicken.

Ironically, the man who founded and owned Arbor Acres and won the con-

test later became deeply concerned and attempted to breed and sell hardier and more productive birds, in order to get a rise, with the shared bath down the hall!

1940s damage control leads to 'Chicken of Tomorrow'

NADJA ADOLF

Contributing writer

In the 1940s Americans didn’t eat much chicken.

Roast chicken was a luxury meat; the usual chicken on the plate showed up as chicken and dumplings, the eventual fate of laying hens who had ceased being pro-

ductive. 
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